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G-PG-R-X: AN EVALUATION OF THE

PURPOSE, PROMISE, AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

MOVIE RATING SYSTEM

I: Introduction

In the present paper it is argued that policy decisicns

and'policymaking, in any of the mass media of communications

but with a focus here on film, that affect or are directed

at people must'be developed with an eye toward their behavioral

implications and consequences. Further, these behavioral

outcomes must be periodically assessed to allow policymakers

and others to gain an un anding of and insight to the full

range of effects (both i.f- .ional and ummtentional) such

policies have. While philosophical considerations are often

the spark that ignites policymakeirs to action, in the final

analysis, the efficacy and utility of such policies and their

means for implementation must be judged in light of their

behavioral outcomes. Moreover, although it may not always'

be possible for behavioral research to directly test the

utility of a policy, such research does lend itself to and

can offer an indirect test of a policy by analyzing the means

for implementing it. Clearly, the results of systematic be-

havioral research can serve as a meaningful and useful criterion

by which co judge both the policy's effectiveness and, whether

or not it is accomplishing that which it sets out to accomplish.
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The purpose of this paper,%thereWOre, is to review the

scientific literature related to the Lotion Picture Association

of imerica's (MPAA) film rating system to ascertain the degree

to which this self-regulatory policy has 'met its purpose and

goal. Although the analysis to follow focuses specifically

on a U.S.-based policy, this analysis has international im-

pliCations as well since many foreign nations (e.g., Australia,

Canada, Germany, Great Britaih, New Zealand) also have film

classification policies quite similar in structure and method

of implementation to the U.S- movie industry's. The present

paper will review and discuss those social science studies

which have addresSed themselves to the MPAA's film rating

system and in which data have been gathered by empirical methods.

In this paper the following elements are presented: a brief

history of the development and purpose of the present MPAA

film rating system, a synopsis of two closely related social

psychological theories of human motivation and their relevance

to the rating system, and a review of the scientific studies

that have examined the ratings. The final section of this

paper will offer conclusions, based on inrormation described

in earlier sections, as to the rating system's usefu]ness and

appropriateness as a policy document.

II: Origin and Purpose of the Movie Rating System

Generally speakingmass communications policymaking is in
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response to or in anticipation of a particular effect that

a particular medium or, especially, its content, has or might

have on either the public at large or some significant aggre-

gate within that public.1 Hence, for example, we have federal

policy governing the use of the electromagnetic spectrum as

administered by the Federal CommunicAvions Commission.2 Unlike

the electtomagnetic spectrum, which was designated as a public

resource,
3

the motion picture medium has always operated as a
i.

private enterprise and hence vas not immediately amenable to

the same rationale used to justify governmental regulation

of broadcasting. 4
Historically this was to be both a blessing

and a curse: movies were ostensibly blessed with regulatory

noninterference by governmental agencies
5
while simultaneously

cursed in that their First Amendwt-fights went unprotected

thereby leaving the d6or open fot the abridgement of freedom

from prior restraint6 and censorship granted to other mass

media such as the press. 7
In fact, virtually since its inception,

the medium of motion pictures has borne the burden of local,

state, and federal attempts at censorship and control.8 A

myriad of pressure groups, too, representing an equally diverse

number of philosophical, moral, social, and religious points

Of view have also attempted to exert their influence on,

especially, motion picture content, as well as film production

aidexhibition.8 Examples,of such attempts at film regulation

may )3e traced back to as early as 1894, a short two weeks
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following Thomas Edison's initial presentation of his kinetoscope.

Dolorita in the Passion Dance, an extraordinarily popular

"peep show" motion picture on the Atlantic City (New 47ersey)

Boardwalk, was condemned, and subsequently removed from exhib-

ition, for its daring display of the uncovered ankles of the

picture's "star," the Spanish dancer Carmencita.
10

The history

of attempts at regulation and self-regulation of, the motion

picture medium has been recounted in numerous sources and,

hence, for the purposes of this paper, need not be discussed

here.
11

The intent and method of implementation of the present

movie rating system are, however, germane and will be bri fly

ratrihwed in .this section.

According to Jack Valenti, President of the MPAA, the

present rating system came about as a result of two factors:

"an avalanching revision of American mores and customs" and

two 1968 Supreie Court decisions to uphold "the constitutional

power of states and cities to prevent the exposure of children

to books and films which could not be denied to adults. "12

The present rating system was initiated on November 1, 1968.

With but minor modifications, it has remained in effect unchanged

for more than 12 years.13 In his testimony before the House

Subcommittee on Special Small Business Problems in 1978, Valenti

asserted that "the best measure of N_system is how long it

has existed and how well it has sertred. .14 Clearly, Valenti's

criterion of system longevity is a woefully inadequate means
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for measuring a system's value and effectiveness: -simply be-

cause a policy has managed to remain in effect over a period

of time may be more indicative of inertia on the part of

policymakers than the policy's utility.

At the time of its adoption, the rating system represented

c radical shift in industry philosophy with regard to self-.

regulation. In earlier years the Production Code Administration

(PCA) granted a seal of approval based on a film's content.

The'extant arrangeme views as its purpose providing

advance information to enable parents to make

judgments on the movies they want their children

to see or not to see. Basic to the program was and

is the reiTangLLL1122EYAESETILIJEttALtft
decision. . . . The only objective of the ratings

i3 to .advise the parent in advance so he may

determine the suitability or unsuitability of viewing

-by Ids children. Cehasis in original) 15

Thus,, according to the MPAA, no judgment is made as to approval

or disapproval of films, as was the case when the PCA provided

self-regulation.16

The reasoning, or philosophy, implied in creating a movie

classification system was, essentially, that not all films
a

are appropriate for viewing by all persons. Preiumably, an

underlying reason for this audience suitability assertion is

the presumption of deleterious consequences which may occur



as a result of certain age-aggregate's viewing certain kinds

of films. Thus, the social purpose of the rating system was

to "provide advance information" concerning the content of

movies with the goal of protecting certain age-groups from

exposure to these certain kinds of films. The method for

implementing measures to meet this goal was to establish age-

group attendance restrictions by classifying films, according

to their content, into age-specific attendance categories.

Films are submitted to the MPAA voluntarily by their

produder. Based on four criteria (theme, language, nudity

and sex, and violence) a seven-person rating board -- the

Classification and Rating Administration (CARA) -- assigns

a rating by majority vote. Producers of a given picture

may appeal a rating and/or re-edit their film in order to

qualify for, a different rating.17 Sometimes another approach

is taken:

Although it is not talked about, it's well known

in the trade that CARA will often view a picture

and give filmmakers an idea of "areas of concern"

before handing down a particular rating. The

filmmaker can then voluntarily make the appropriate

-cuts instead of appealing an "R" or an "X." The

cutting process Ms been known to go back

and forth many times between the board and

filmmaker before an official rating is handed down.18.
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The MPAA classifies a film submitted to it into one of four

categories: G for general audiences, all ages admitted; PG

for parental guidance suggested, some material may not be

suitable for children (this symbol was originally M and then

GP before becoming PG); R for restricted, under 17-year-olds

(originally 16) require accompanying parent or adult guardiant-

X fdr no one under 17 years of age (originally 16) admitted.19

Thus, if one is to believe the MPAA, the movie rating

system is an altruistically motivated, protective, and essentially

harmless device advanCed for the public's benefit by a

benevolent industry organization with the goal of protecting

under 17 -year -olds from exposure to certain kinds ofmaterial

by restricting their attendance to films containing

material. However, as will be argued below, two sOciat psycho-

logical thedries of human motivation posit that by establishing

restrictions for a commodity (e.g.: motion pictures), policy-

makers and their policies may inadvertarItly foster a desire

for that which they want to restrict among the aggregate whom

they wish to protect. Therefore, if such "boomerang" effects

can be_shown to occur, the value, usefulness, and appropriateness

of social policies founded on such remises, including the

MPAA's, may be called into question. In other words, if it

Can be shown that the method (film classification by age

group) for achieving the goal (protection from exposure) is

inadequate, then this Implies that policymakers must return



to "the drawing board" to rethink both the policy and, perhaps

more importantly, the means for implementing the policy. Con-

versely, if such "boomerang" effects are not found, this would

lend support to the policy and its method orimplementatiOn.

-III: Social Science Theory and the MPAA's Method for

Implementing its Policy

The four movie rating symbols were designed to act as

warnings concerning various aspects of film content. According

to two psychological theories, such warnings and/or their

classificatory implications leadito an increase in the attrac-
.

tiveness of films carry ng such ,arnings. Outlined below are

the major elements of r actance and commodity theory.

As conceptualized b its originator, Brew, reactance

theory is concerned wit the numerous freedoms involved in

daily experience and the manner of response an individual

elects when a freedom is threatened or eliminated. 20 Brehm

states that

. . . reactance is defined not simply as an unpleasant

tension which the individual will reduce in any way

that he can, such as reducing the importance of any

freedom which he happens to lose, bUt rather as a°

motivational state with a specific direction, namely,

the recovery of freedom. [emphasis in original] 21

Thus, reactance theory predicts that when a behavioral freedom
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is restricted or eliminated the individual is motivationally

aroused to restore the threatened freedom. One method of

freedom restoration is by actual attempts to engage in the

endangered freedom. 22 R and X ratings specifically restrict

attendance among under 17-year-olds. ACcording to reactance

theory, then, we should expect to find increased desire as

well as actual attempts to attend R- and X-rated movies among

these individuals. Moreover, it can be argued that while

R an4 X ratings do not "officially" prohibit attendance among

persons 17 years and above, their restrictive implications

and film content con4tations may act as a source of reactance

arousal for these ind\tviduals too. Indeed, a 1947 study re-

ported that among res ondentet (Adults) who felt that movie

censorship in general as "too strict," 58% indicated they

were more likely to see movies.-that had "tr uble with the

censorei while only 15%\indicated they were less likely to

see such films. 23
While caution must be aOlied to such ex

post facto eXplanationi, the intuitive appeal #nd face

validity of such an interpretation as applied More cannot be

ignored.

Brock states that commodity theory "proMotes a psychological

conceptualization of traditionally economic variables such

as supply, demand, and utility. .24,
In brief, comet aity theory

predicts that individuals attac greater value to objects in

a class that are in scarce suppl than they do objects in more



abundant supply. And, as Herman and Leyens state, "increased

value can be manifested 4.n greater attraction." 25 MPAA ratings

act as a method of product classification_or categorization,

thereby perhaps identifying for the individual the profusion

or scarcity of a commodity. Therefore, according to commodity

theory, thOse movies with ratings that are less prevalent should

be most attractive. Presently most movies are rated either

PG or, R. Between November 1979 and October 1980 only 4% and

10% Of all films submitted for rating were G- and X-rated

respectively.26 Hence, the attractiveness of .these films sho)dld

be greater than for the more abundant PG and R films. Additionally,

commodity theory, like reactance theory, postulates that by

restricting a commodity its availa lity (in terms of acces-
1

sibility) is necessarily limited and the consequence of such

restrictions is increased desire for the restricted material. 27

Taken from this perspective, commodity theory's prediction

would be identical to reactance theory's (although for different

reasons): R- and X-rated films should be more attractive than

G- or -)G-rated movies.

Empirical support for both of these theories has been widelyo.

reported under a variety of conditions and hence will not be

detailed here. 28 Instead, one especially germane application

of these two theoretical approaches will be offered. Herman

and Leyens29 examined the audience for Belgian television (the

RTB) movies. The RTB broadcasts advisory warnings (qualifications)

1
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about some of the movies it programs. Three thematic circum-%%%,,,

stances are covered by the advisories: violence, sex, and other

(depressing or tense Climate). Additionally, there are three

levels of advisories ranging from the iMplicit to the explicit.

For each film the warz4ngs are broadcast three times. He,.-man

and Leyena recorded the viewing habits of a sample audience for

pTB films broadcast over 4 four-year period and found that

"qualifications, make the movies more desirable for the television

viewers: As a result, the movies with advitories are watched

more than the-movies without them. "30 ,

Ia summary, reactance theory would predict greater attraction

(and hence attendance) to R- and X-rated,Movies than G- or

,PG -rated films because of the freedom restrictions carried by

the R and X ratiA; commodity theory would predict greater

attraction to G- and.X-rated movies due to their limited avail-

ability relative to PGr. and R-rated films, or, alternately,

greater attraction to R- and X-rated movies than G: or PG-rated

films because of the Commodity restrictions. What both of

these theories suggest, then, is that the MPAA film rating system

is faced with a paradoxical dilemma insofar as its classification

scheme may-produce an effect exactly opposite to that which it

was designed to achieve.31 The next section details the results

of studies designed to test the hypothetes derived from these

two theories as applied to the movie rating system.
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IV: Research and the Rating_System

Aliwas 'presented earlier,

rating i'ysteMNis to offer

content of movies; the goal of

17-year-olds rom exposure to certain kinds of film content;.

the method fo achieving this goal is attendance restrictions.

the social purpose of the MPAA

infonation concerning the

the ratings is to protect under

Presented below is a summary of research relevant to (1) the

credibility of\the NPAA's assertion that It is providing
\

information to he public and, especially, the-parents of under ,

17- year -olds an (2) the methodology used by the MPAA to im-

plement dtmfilm rating system.

. Awa4ness, nformation Value, and Use of theRatings:

The public's awa ss of the rating system, the inform'ation

value of the rat a and parental. use of the ratings as a

guide for their ldren's movie attendance are all concepts

directly related t4 the extent to which the MPAA's policy

is achieving its rpose. Awareness of the aystem is a

necessary (but by self insufficient) antecedent condition

which must be prior to accUal use of the system.

The informational value of the ratings to parents is a more

precise measure of the policy's fulfillment of its purpose. Actual

parental use of.the ratings as a guide to their children's

male-going behavior is the prgamatic criterion by which one

may judge the MPAA's attainment of its purpose. Taken con-

currently, the tesearch results on these three concepts offer

the means by which an evaluation regarding the extent to which
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the policy has realized its purpos may e offered.

In studies cokmissioned by th MPAA the Opinion Research

Corporation (ORC) has found that p lic areness of the rating

system has virtually reached the saturati n point. 3i
The

pervasiveness of simple awareness of the ystem's existence has

also been confirmed by independent researc . The Commission

on Obscenity and Pornography noted in 1970 that the rating

system "appears to be well known to the public, especially to

\ that part of the public most frequently attending the movies. "33

Robertus and Simon fount that 65% of the parents and 70% of the

teenagers.they surveyed in 1970 "could provide an adequate

answer" to a question which asked if4hey had heard about the

rating system and what its purpoSe was. 34 Most recently,
z

1 Austin reported that fully 98% of his sample of high school

1 students indicated that they were familiar with the film rating

Isystem; these data were collected, in May, 1980. 35
Thus, the

;

\literature indicates a high level of awareness among the public
1

regarding the simple existence of the rating system. However,

this finding is, at best, a weak indicator of the system's

informational value. Clearly, one can be "aware" of any given

phenomenon's existence and still not understand the phenomenon's

meaning.

Richard D. Heffner, Chairman of CARA, has asserted, "Our

main objective is to provide an early-warning signal to parents,

who may-then exercise their own responsiblity to expOse their

15
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youngsters to more mature film content only as they individually

mature."36 Likewise, MPAA eresident-Valenti told the U.S. Com-

mission on Obsce-.: and Pornography: "We give information to

parents and we sz, . and Mrs. Parent, you make the judgment

for your children. ";7 From a policy and poiicymaking, perspective,

how much information, if any, what kind of information, if any,

and of what use such information is (as well as the usefulness

to whom), if any, are reasonable questions that can bepbsdd.

Answers to such questions, however, are difficult to come by:

Comments contrary to the MPAA's claim of providing information

have been long and loudly voiced. Film exhibitors have been

particularly critical concerning the cloudiness of meaning_of

the PG and R symbols. Mac A. Child, an Arizona exhibitor

wrote: "Everyone knows what an 'X' film is and what a 'G' film

is -- but the misunderstanding between 'PG' and 'R' is incred-

ible."38 A Kansas exhibitor, Con R. Spainhour, states: "In

the selection process for films for our screen I find the

current rating system wholly inadequate. G, I understand,

that's simple. X, likewise, and R are clear. But, that vast

wonderland called PG is beyond my comprehension. "` 9 In

Rochester, New York, William YantzofJo-Mor Enterprises theaters

maintains that "There natirally have to be guidelines./ But

there still is a lot of confusion, especially about the 'PG'

rating. "4° Likewise, filmakers, too, have stated sheir com-
_-

plaints on this matter: for'Inample,, producer Don DeVlin said,

"We're confused about what makes a movie an R or a G."41

16
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Sources outside of the movie industry have been equally critical

of the informational haziness of the rating symbols. Consumers'

Research magazine reports that "The industry's PG rating has

-proved quite unsatisfactory to careful parents .since films so

designated have often been a cause of embarrassment. "42 And

CARA Chairman Heffner has had to warn that "PG does not mean

ipietty good's4 (or, as some wags have noted, "pretty gamey").

In 1971 Time reported that "there has been increasingly vehement

criticism that the categories G-GP-RrX are just so much alphabet
.44

80141. New York Times critic Vincent Canby wrote that the

rating system "seems primarily to disseminate initials, not

information."45 Finally, as late as October 1980, a full 12

years after the rating system's adoption, Heffner admitted that

he felt that parents did not "universally understand these,

definitions of G, PG, R, and X. . . But I think we're getting
to

there."
46

The ORC has also investigated, again in studies commis-

sioned by the MPAA, the usefulness of the system to parents as

a guide for deciding what movies children should see. The

most recent survey conducted by ORC and reported in October

1980, found that among adults with children under 18 years of

age, 61% reported that the system was "very useful" or "fairly

useful" (down from 65% in 1979); among adults with children

under 13 years, 62% said the system was very or fairly useful

(down from 66% in 1979).47 Important to note is that ORC's

17
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one question asks respondents, how useful they perceived the

ratings to be, but not the respondents actual use of the

ratings themselves. Thus, the validity of ORC's results as a

means by which to judge parents' utilization of the ratings is,

at best, questionable; the phrasing of ORC's question provides

data only on parental perceptions but not parental behavior.

Independent research on the informational value and,

especially, the usefulness of the rating system, though scarce,

as tended not to agree with the results reported by the MPAA

ssioned polls. In the earliest study, Robertus and Simon

found that teenagers were more likely than were parents to

report using the system in making film selection decisions:

54% the teenagers reported the rating influenced their choice

of film, 41% of the teenagers reported that their parents were

influenced by the rating-in their (the teenagers) film chpice,

and 50% of the parents reported that the rating was used by

them to influence their teenagers' film choice.
48

A Los Angeles

Times study of Southern California movie-goers reported that,

in 1972, their respondents indicated that the MPAA ratings

affected their decision as to whether or not to see a film in

the following ways: 27% of the adults and 1% of the teenagers

in the sample said that the rating indicated the movie's

suitability for children; 7% of both adults and teens reported

that the rating "tells what to expect" in the movie.49 Yeager's

1972-study indicated that parents expressed a cynical attitude

18
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toward the rating system, had a skeptical-reaction to the

ratings, and that they used the ratings "solely as a reinforce-

sent for opinions that they have de.ived from reading reviews

or,from talking with friends."50 One year later, Bluem found

that among high school and college students 73% considered the

film ratings '''useful and valuable" and 65% felt that the MPAA

filet classific tion system was a "sensible guideline to moral

content."
51

Respress found that among high school students

there was cong4derable confusion over what the code really is";

84% reported their parents had "little or no say" regarding

their film attendance and 58% stated they did not use 4e

ratings in their movie selection process.52 Finally, 04ell

reported that her study showed that "The MPAA rating system

was not found to be held in high esteem by parents" and that

parents felt "the MPAA rating system cannot be relied upon to

prevent children from seeing unsuitable material in films! "53

In summary, the following conclusions may be drawn Oft-

cerning4 (1) the public's awareness of the rating system, (2)

the informational value of the ratings, and (3) the usefulness

of the ratings. Both independent research and research com-

missioned by the MPAA have found that nearly the entire public

is aware of the rating system's ex stence. On this point there

is no disagreement. Hence it can b' concluded that cognizance
Ay

of the system has reached virtual` saturation. However, it must

be noted that the constructs "awareness," "information value,"

and "usefulness," while necessarily interrelated and inter-

19
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dependent, are not synonymous.

How much and what kind of information is provided by the

four symbols has not been subjected'to rigorous scientific

scrutiny. What evidence does exist is based largely on anecdotal

reports. While preliminary research has begun on the meaning

people assign to the four syMbols,54 a conservative conclusion

is.that, for the present, since no reliable and valid assess-

meat has been made, no judgment can be offered about the

quantity and kind of information provided by the rating system.

However, we can also conclude that based upon what is presented

in advertising,. the rating symbols themselves offer little

information. For example, the R symbol will be displayed

long with, in many but not all instances, the, notation that

the film is restricted to ander I7-year-olds unless accompanied

by an adult; no information pertaining to why the film is R-

rated is offered (i.e., which of the four criteria used by

CARA is the cause for the R rating).

The kind and quantity of information provided by the

ratings is necessarily related to the utility of the rating

system to parents. If only nebulous information,_ regardless

of quantity, is being offered we cannot expect to find the

rating system useful to parents as a means for judging the

suitability of films for their children. Likewise, if little

or no information is offered, the utility of the ratings to

rents should be insignificant. Resedrch.cond/icted at the

20
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request of the MW4A finds that the rating system has been judged

"very" or "fairly useful" as a guide for deciding their child-

ren's film attendance behavior by about two-thirds of the

parents surveyed. Contrarily, independent research.(though,

it should be noted, somewhat dated) concludes that: parents

had unfavorable reactions to the rating system, only half the

parents actually used the/ratings as a guide to their children's

movie attendance, and teenagers reported that, for the most

part, their parents rarely exerted an influence on their

movieattendance. The MPAA's conclusions concerning the utility

of the ratings is based upon responses to a single question

that inquires as to _perceived buit not actual utility. In/ Y

contrast, independent research has used multiple means for

ascertaining th usefulness of the ratings. Moreover, the

apparent (but #till to be substantiated claim of a) lack of

7'

information value conveyed by the rating symbols makes it

impossible for parents to use the ratings as a suitab.lity-for-

viewing guide. Thus, the third conc;usion to be drawn in

this section is that, at least as late as 1973 (and perhaps

persisting to the present), parents held an unfavorable opinion

of the rating system's usefulness as a guide to their children's

movie attendance; Yeager and O'Dell's research, especially,

supports this conclusion.55 A final note should be made con-

earning the methodology used in the studies reported above.

The reliability and validity of all of these studies is

21
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questionable. All of these reports rely on self-report

measures, which are highly susceptible to distortion by the

respondent, and none have attempted to measure actual behavior

.eitherJ.n a controlled experimental setting or in a natural

environment. With the above caveat in mind, it is concluded

here that the answer to the question, "Has the MPAA's self-

regulatory policy achieved its purpose?" is negative.

Movie Ratings and Movie Attendance: Let us now turn to a

review of studies which examine the question of the appropriate-

ness of the MPAA's method for achieving its goal: film clas-

sification. Both reactance theory and commodity theory predict

differential attendance at films carrying various rating

symbols due to motivational factors evoked by the ratings;

such differences are founded on the basis of threat (R rating)

or elimination (X rating) of a behavioral freedom in the case

of reactance theory and, in the case. of commodity theory, on

availability of a product (scarcity of G and X films) or

availability relative to market restrictions (R and X films).

Differential attendance caused by ratings therefore addresses

both the goal achievement and appropriateness of implementation

of the policy. If the evidence shows that such predictions

occur among under 17- year -olds, then it can be concluded that

the classification by age-aggregate method is inappropriate

and, in fact, counterproductive.

Even before the rating system began operation in 1968,
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and continuing to the present, numerous observers have ruminated

about the influence of the ratings on movie attendance -- on

people of all ages, not just under 17-year-olds.56 Nevertheless,

despite the frequently voiced "cookie jar syndrome" espoused

by some writers, the )SPAA has always maintained that there.

exists no relationship whatsoever between a film's rating and

its box office return" (implied in this argument is the "no

effects on attendance behavior" perspective). However, as one

report has noted, "there have been no researched studies on

the relationship between the various MPAA ratings and boi

office receipts." 58
Jack Valenti has gone so far as to advance

"Valenti's Law of Ratings: If you have a movie that a lot of

people want to -see, no rating will hurt it. If you have a

filovte that few people want to see, no rating will help it."59

Conversely, Fuchs and Lyle state'that film ratings, especially

those which prohibit attendance for certain age groups (R and

X), "probably enhance a. film's attractiveness."50

Untested comment, about and isolated examples of the

audience appeal of various ratings have, for the most part,

been. focused on the G and X categories and may be summarized

as follows. 61 The extreme categories, though polar opposites

in one sense, create, in another sense, congruent connotations

in the public. A G rating may convey an innocuous image of:

juvenile innocence and childish (or child-oriented) film content.

To adult movie-goers this image is probably unattractive and
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hence their likelihood of attending films\so rated is lessened.62

In contrast, an X rating might imply that the picture contains

offensive content explicitly portrayed; with few exceptions

(EmManuelle or Last Tango in Paris for instahce) such content

is not socially sanctioned and thus attendance_(regardless of

interest perha$s) to such fare is inhibited." Hence, while

the public perception of the "meaning" of these two ratings

may differ in terms of content, they may agree in terms of

behavioral outcome: G and X ratings may be "box office poison,"

the popular rhetoric says.

For producers, distributors, exhibitors, and audiences

alike, the middle ground occupied by PG- and R-rated films may
1*

be the most comfortable. Although empirically untested, films

in these two categories might be interpreted by these four

-groups as mature in both content and audience orientation. For

films so rated, their attractiveness to audiences, therefore,

should be greater than for films rated G or X.

In sum, popular perception of the MPAA's ratings may be

described as: G, childish or infantile; PG, adolescent; R,

adult; and X, deviant. It i important to reiterate that, to

date, these dimensions have not been empirically validated.

One approximate measu e of differential attendance at

--lilmsAwyAPAA rating- is film rental revenues earned by

rating symbol. The ineX/actness of such a measure is caused

by at least three factors. First, rental revenue is not
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equivalent to number of admissions (i.e., people attending a

particulhr film). Second, film rental data are often in-

accuratelincompletee.unreported, or not accessible to

independent researchers. Third, even if the drawbacks noted

in the first two factors could be controlled for, rental

revenue does not lend itself to an age-group breakdown (i.e.,

the percent of such revenues generated by Under 17-year-olds).

Nonethieless, examination of such financial data has heuristic

utility insofar as it can illustrate the distribution -- and

perhaps a pattern'-- of pbblic attractionto films by rating

symbol. Three published studies have examined this aspect

of movie ratings and will be summarized here.

Davidson used Variety's "All-Time Film Rental Champs"

list to analy revenues by ratings from 1970 through 1976

inclusive. 64
Variety's criterion for inclusion on this list

iwthat a film must earn $4 million in domestic (U.S. and

Canada) rentals. Davidson foUnd (n 252 films) that: the

PG rating accounted for 48% of all films listed by Variety and

49% of the rentals, R accounted for 30% of the films listed,

and 34% of the rentals,'G accounted for 19% of the films listed

and 16% of the rentals,' and X accounted for 3% of the films

in the list and 2% of the rentals. 65 He concludes that:

In terms of making what Variety considers "big

rentals," the chances are 1.6 to 1 that a PG

pictukevill make it on the list as opposed to

25
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an R. R's on the other hand tend to make

more money. . . . a film with a PG has a

better, chance of making "big bucks." How-
.

ever, if an R makes it to this particular list,

the chances are that it will do better at the

box office." (emphasis added]

Auitin's 1980 report, using a_similar methodological approach,

---_covered the 1969-1977 time span inclusive (n = 350 films). 67

In this study he found that PG-rated films accounted for 46%

of all top-grossing films (again, Variety's "All-Time Film Rental

Champs" list was used) and 57% of the rentals, R accounted for

31% of the films listed and 32% of the rentals, G accounted,

for 19% of the films listed and 7% of the rentals, and X-rted

films accounted for 4% of the films on the list and 4% of

the rentals. 68 Austin also comPared the number of films by

rating between all films rated by CARA and those listed.by

Variety as "All-Time Film Rental Champs." The study reported

that significantly (?<.01) more PGs and fewer Rs appeared
JPin Variety*list than were rated by CARA.69

What both the Davidson and Austin studies suggest is that

the percent of films by each) rating symbol on Variety's list

was a relatively good predictor of the pirCent of revenue they

would each account for among high-grossing films. However, a
Fj

criticism 'applicable to both of these studies is that the film

rentals were not adjusted for inflation. This factor was

26
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controlled for in a third study which examined the sucAss

ratios for each of tLe four symbols over an eleven year period,

1909-1979 inclusive. Austin, Nicolich, and Simonet70

analyzed the frequencies with which the various ratings were

assigned to feature-length films and the frequencies with which

.feature films in each category were,*successful." Minimal

*success" was defined as revenues of at least $1 million (1969

dollars) in U.S.-Canada rentals, -as reported by Variety,

(n = 962). 71 The procedure for adjusting the revenues.to con-

'tent 1969 dollars raised the.level required for *success"

each year until it became nearly $1.7' million in the last year

studied (1979). 72
Austin et al. found'...hat PG'enjoyed the

hOhest average success ratio (26.7%) of the foUr categories

over 11 years; G films had the second highest average success

ratio (24.2%), followed by R and X (5.0C. Over the

11 years, the unrestricted categories (G and PG) combined

were found to have accounted for 69.1% of the successful films,

while the restricted categories (R and X) combined accounted

for 30.9%.

In summary, the results of these three studies which used

film rental data as a means to infer differential attendance

patterns by rating all converge to suggest the popularity of

the PG symbol. Moreover, all three studies found that the

two unrestricted categories ae.-munted for two-thirds of the

*successful" f4.1ms; the remaining one-third was, by and large,
pt
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accounted for by R-rated films. Thus, these reports would

appear to fail'to support reactance theory's predictions and

offer inconclusive -- or only partial -- support for commodity

theory under the scarcity-abundance condition. As was noted

above, however, film rental revenues are an inexact means for

ascertaining the population's attendance by rating symbol in

general -- and,more specifically, for particular age groups

this information cannot be ascertained at all except by only

the most approximate methods (e.g., division of rentals by

percent of average weekly admie:dons for particular age

aggregates). The final portion of this section tummarizes

the results of those studies that have used human subjects to

examine the ratings' influence on movie attendance.

The Los.Angeles Times' 1972 report found that 66% of

the teenagers (n = 491) in its sample std they checked to see''.

what rating a,movie has before deciding whether or not to

attend. 73 When asked "How does the rating of a movie effect

your decision of whether or not to see it?" the teenagers

(n = 295) responded in the following way: 8% would not see an

R-rated movie, 1% did not want to see G films, 6% preferred

G or PG movies, and 6% preferred R,or X films. 74
Respress's

1973 study reported that more of the teenagers (n = 531) in

his sample preferred R-rated films than films with the other

symbols: 5% preferred G, 33% preferred PG, 47% preferred R,

and 15% preferred X. 75 Further, Respress found that "teenagers

N
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have little problem when it comes to seeing R rated films:

86% of his sample had seen R pictures and 53% had seen X-rated

movie

The Times and Respress's research provide early docu-

mentation on teenagers' movie attendance behavior in relation

to movie ratings. Both studies, however, rely entirely upon4

self-report responses to survey questionnaires. This

Method4ogy does not allow for an unambiguous ascertainment

of movie ratings' effects on movie attendancc behavior; an

experimental design can produce such answers with greater

internal validity.77 Three studies conducted by Austin have

used an experimental design, in addition to other self-report

methods, to assess high school and college students' likeli-

hood of attendance and actual attendance at films with the four
de

ratings. 78
These repots, summarized below, offer not only

the most recent data but also probably the most valid data

due to the complexity of their research designs.

The experimental procedures followed for the three Austin

studies of attendance at films by rating were identical.

Subl ects were asked to indicate their likelihood cloattending

each of four different (ficticious) films -- ode with each of

the four ratings on a Likert-like scale/ Analysis of

A0-variance tests compared the subjects' incan likelihood of

attendance score between each r§tlfig to determine whether or

not the difference.; in means were statistically significant.

In addition to the experimental treatment, other self-report

aNY .110
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and unobtrusive measures (detailed below) were also employed

to ascertain tha respondents' movie ratig preferences and

actual attendance at,movies by rating.

The results of the three experiments may be summarized

as folloWs. In the earliest report (n = 64), a pilot study

for the two follcwing studies, a significant main effect for

the movie rating variable was not found; i.e., there was no

significant difference in likelihood of attendance between

any of the tour ratings among the high school students tested.79

The two studies which followed the pilot, however, found a

highly significant (p4:.001) main effect for the rating

variable. Among college students (n = 383) likelihood of

attendance at both PG- and R-rated films was significantly

greater than for both G- and X-rated movies. The rank order

of mean values for likelihood of attendance by rating symbol,

from most to least likely, was R-PG-X-G. Hefei partial support

for reactance theory (R rating preference) and/commodity

theory (under the restriction of a commodity condition) was

found. No support for commodity theory under the abundance-
!

scarcity condition was found.80

More important for analysis and evaluation of the appro-

priateness of the MPAA's method for implementing its policy

are.the results of the second experiment which involved high

school students (n = 108). 81 As was found for college -age

subjects, a significant (11(.001) main effect for the rating
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variable was fourl. Among just those subjects under 17-years-

old (n = 58), the age-aggregate of most concern for this paper's

purposes, it was found that movies with a G, PG, and R rating

were all significantl: more likely to be attended than X-rated

movies. Mean score differences for likelihood of attendance

between G, PG, and R movies were nonsignificant (0 .0). The

rank order of mean values for likelihood of attendance, from

most to least likely, was R-PG-G-X. Thus,- partial support

for the commodity theory abundance-scarcity hypothesis was

found (preference for G) and no support for either reactance

or commodity theory's restriction hypotheses were found.
A
To summarize, two of the three experiments reported a

significant main effect for the rating variable indicating

that, other things equal, MPAA ratings do affect likelihood

of attendance among college students and, more importantly,

under 17-year-olds. From these findings, and interpreted as

applied to the appropriateness of the MPAA's method for im-

plementing its policy, it can be concluded that for under 17-

year -olds, the age aggregate of particular concern, results of

experiments show that R and X ratings did not foster an in-

creased desire to attend pictures so rated over those rated

G or PG. Thus the experimental data suggests that the rating

system is not producing a boomerang effect among the age group

to which it is directed.

In addition to the experimental design, two of Austin's
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three studies82 also used a selfrreport method to assess the-

respondents, general likelihood of attendance at pictures with

the four ratings. Respondents were asked to indicate how

likely they were, generally, to attend films with each of the

four ratings. A seven-point Likert-like scale was provided

for their responses. Among college students (n = 170), G-,

PG-, and R-rated movies were all significantly preferred to X-

rated films; PG and R were both significantly preferred to G.

Th,.:4. for these respondents ''PG- the fallibred categories.83

In terms of the rating system's purpose and geal, under

17-: ar-olds are the individuals to whom the policy's method

is d.u.reted; thus the difference between persons under and over

17 years is the crucial comparison. Among high school students,

for ?their general likelihood of attendance, no significant

age-group differences were found for the G and X symbols. Under

17s were significantly (p.05)--mpre likely to attend PG -rated

films than 17s and older; conversely, 17s and older were

significantly (p (.05) more likely to attend R-rated movies

than under 17s. 84
Based on thesedata, then, it can be con-

chided that, as in the experimental condition, no boomerang

--effect FRO found; reactance-and comMOdity theoryts predictions

were not supported. These findings, like'those of the experiment,

suggest that the MPAA policy's method-for implementation is not

inappiopriate insofar.as firm classificaiton is not fostering

a desire for that which the policy is attempting to protect'

under 17s from. 85
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The results of all of Austin's three studies reported thus

far are open to criticism insofar as they all relied on self-

reported behavior. Moreover, the results reperted -thus far41

measured respondents' likelihood of behavior as opposed to

measuring actual behavior. Thus, while Austin's findings re-

ported above suggest the appropriateness of the film classifica-

tion methodology, these findings may be spurious in that like-
*

lihood of attendance 'rather than, actual attendance was measured.

Austin also collected data on actual movie attendance behavior

by rating symbol using unobtrusive means. The results of this

information provide us with insight to the respondents' rating

symbol preference in terms of "real lifem'behavior. Moreover,

since the measurement of this behavior was performed without

the respondents' knowlidge of the purposes for the measurement,

the validity of tit'llemay be greater than in the self-report

conditions.

To be summarized here are the results of tn= unobtrusive

/ measures conducted for just the two high school samples. In

the first (pilot) study, 46
the respondents were asked to record

the titles of fails which they had attended during the previous

Iliftmonths. ---The respondents were not informed as to the pur-

'poses for gathering this information. Later Austin coded-the

titles by their MPAA rating to determine attendance percentages

for each rating. Here it was fourid that 65% of all the titles

listed were PG-rated, 29% were R-rated, and 6% were G-rated.

Austin also computed the total number of times a given film title
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(and its rating) was reported by the respondents (total number

of "mentions" by title) and found that PG accounted for 52%

of the total mentions, R accounted for 46%, and G accounted

for 2%. (Age-group comparisons were not performed.) Thus,

the second method of a lysis, which may be interpreted as,

in a sense, a "rating popularity indek," suggests, nearly equiv-

alentjpercentages for PG and R; furthermore, these two symbols

accounted for virtually all of the respondents' actual film

attendance.

The second study conducted by Austin on high school students87

-

used two unobtrusive measures of the respondents' actual attendance

behavior visa-vis movie ratings.. Respondents were asked to

record the title of the last film they had attended. The

respondents were also asked to indicate which of 121 film titles

presented to them on a checklist they had attended.. These check-

list titles represtiiied all filmi which had been exhibited

Ideally over the previous three months. As was the case for

the pilot study, the respondents were not informed of the pur-

pose for gathering this information. The film titles were later

coded by their MPAA rating to determine attendance percentages

for -each rati14. Results of the analysis on the last movie

attended by the respondents showed that PG- and R-rated films

accounted for 91% of the film titles (44% and 47% repectively);

respondents under 17 years reported that 37% and 54% of the films

they most recently attended were PG -'and R-rated respectively;
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17-year-olds and older reported 38% PG Band 50% R for their

most recent attendance. Chi square analysis of MPAA rating

frequencies between the two age groups showed no significant

(p) .05) differences; that is, for their last movie attendance,

under 17s did not differ significantly from 17s and older as

to,the film's-rating (although, it can be noted, both age groups

had attended more IF. than PG-rated movies). In the checklist

condition 13% G-, 37% PG-, and 43% R-rated films had been attended

by under 17-year-olds; among 17s and older 11% G-, 30% PG-,

and 40% R -rated films had been attlnded. As was the case for

the last movie attended, the Chi square analysis of age group

differences for .MPAA rating frequencies was nonsignificant

(p) .05).89 Based on the unobtrusive measurements it may be

concluded that under 17-year-olds most frequently attended films

with either a PG or an R rating; 89 G- and X-iated movies were

infrequently attended. Further, and in agreement4with the

experimental and other self-report findings discussed above, a

boomerang effect was not found: films with restrictive ratings

were not significantly more likely to have bean attended by

under 17s compared to 'respondents liand_older

The unobtrusive measurement of actual movie attendance

along under 17-year-olds by rating symbol also offers a means

to assess whether-"the rating system is accomplishing the goal

of the NPAA's policy: protection from exposure to certain kinds

of film content. Protection from exposure is contingent upon
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enforcement'of the age restrictions at the bOx office. If

under -17- year -olds are admitted to R-rated films unaccompanied

by an adult then it can be concluded that the policy's goal has

not been reached.

The Commission on Obscenity and Pornography's Report -made

specific mention of "the weakest element in the rating procedure":90

local enforcement of age restrictions for admission. While the

National Association of Theatre Owners cj.aims only 15% "slippage" 91

in age enforcement, other reports have indicated a much higher

percentage of enforcement slippage. Elias' 1970 study found

that more than three-fourths of those in his sample reported

-attending an "adults only" movie when they were underage. 92

More recently, in 1979, a television/station used six children,

ages 8 to 13, to test enforcement of age restrictions by theaters

in Chicago. The underage children/were admitted to R-rated movies

three-fourths pf the time. 93

The results of the unobtrusive measurements in Austin's

research, as detailed above, show that fully half the under ,17s

attended an R-rated movie the last time they went to the movies; -

-Tin-the checklist condition, 4J% of the titles checked by under

17-year-olds were R-rated and 7% were X-rated. A cautionary

note must be added to the interpretation of these data. The

data reported by Austin did not indicate whether or not such

admittance was gained "illegally" (e.g., due to laxness of en-

foroement of the age restriction) or "legally" (e.g., due to
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the respondehts' being accompanied by an adult). Based upon

the research reported here a conservative conclusion is that

the MPAA's goal of protection from exposure has been only

marginally met.

/Enforcement
of age restrictions appears to

occur, at best, only half the time.

V: Summary and Conclusions

The. purpose of this paper was to answer the following

question: Has the MPAA's self-regulatory policy fulfilled its

purpose, achieved its gc and is the policy's method for

implementation an appropriate one? Based on an exhaustive re-

view of the empirical research literature, the following summary/

of findings is presented: (1) public awareness of the.movie

rating system has reached virtual saturation, (2) no valid and

reliable assessment has been made regarding the quantity or

kind of information prov!.ded by the rating symbols but based

-upon that which is presented in advertising the rating symbols

themselves offer little information value, (3) parents have.

evaluated the ratings unfavorably in terms of their usefulnets

as a 'guide to tHhir children's movie attendance, (4) analysis

of financial data suggests differential patterns of attendance

by rating, with the PG symbol being in terms of finance, and'

by inference attendance, the most successful, (5) two of three

experiments fund thee,' ceteris parifi)is, movie ratings caused

significantly different likelihood of attendance responses;
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among subjects under 1/-years-old, however, the restrictive

ratings did not evoke significantly greater _likelihood of

attendance responses than the nonrestrictive ratings, (6) in

terms of general likelihood of movie attendance by rating it

was 4so fOund that R and X ratings did not cause a boomerang

effect among under 17-year-olds, (7) unobtrusive measurement

of actual attendance found that under 17s most often attended
IP

films with either a PG or R rating but, again, no boomerang '

effect was observed.

This report's first major conclusion is in reference to

the MPAA's stated purpose for its self-regulatory policy: to

provide "advance information to enable parents to make judgments

on the movies they want their children to see or not to see."

At present, one key criticism may be leveled at the MPAA: as

discussed abOve, it appears that the four rating symbols carry

little informational value and ti literature. suggests that

parentsdo not hold the ratings in high regard. Clearly, the

MPAA cannot be faulted or held liable should parents fail to

use the ratings as a guide for their childrons. movie attendance

unless the reason for their not using the ratings is due to the

symbols' low informational value. Unfortunately, the research

literature on the relationship betwee\herental use of the

ratings and the ratings' informational value is mute. Thus

it is concluded that the present MPAA policy may not be meeting

its purpose of providing advance information -- to, perhaps, any-

,.011143
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As has been noted, complaints about the information value

of the ratings have been rife. InOctober 1980 Variety re-

pOrted that the MPAA had informally agreed with the National

Association of Theatre Owners to "launch an experiment in which

PG ratings would be accompanied by explanatory information in

newspaper ads, on recorded, telephone messages, in newspanf

time clocks and. in press and tv [sic3 reviews. "94 At the time

the present paper was written, howev,r, no further word on this

proposal had been publicly issued. Thus at least two suggestions

for future pursuit by policymakers and researchers can be offered

with regard to, the film rating system's informational value.

First, explanatory movie ratings (all four symbols) sho4d be

constructed. Pretesting of such- explanatory ratings should be

conducted on large, representative ssmples to ensure their

utility and informational value. Second, a longitudinal research

project should begin immediately following the implementation

of the explanatory rating system, to establish, baseline data,

and continuing on an annual basis. Care should be taken to

ensure that the research studies address themselves to the

informational value of the explanatory ratings, parental use of

these ratings, and the relationship between the ratings-and

their use.

The second major conclusion of the present report is that

the MPAA's method for implementing its policy (film classification)

to meet its goal (protecting under 17s from exposure to certain

kinds of filmic material) has "worked" and is appropriate insofar
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as film classification has not produced a boomerang'effect.

The research literature indicates that classification has

not served to create or promote a desire for "forbidden fruit"

(R- and X-rated films) among the age group it was designed to

prot t. Therefore, although two psychological theories have

hypothitsized an affirmative answer to the question "Does film

ation using age attendance restrictions foster a desire

for restr cted films among those individuals the policy seeks

to protect?," the research reviewed here suggests, instead, a

negative answer.

It canAole suggested that the.X rating carries w th it a

substantial social stigma and that therefore under 1 year-olds

"self-enforce"95 the age restriction for this rating. In terms

of the under 17s desire to attend R -rated movies the literature

shows no significant difference between desire to attend-R-.,,PG-,

and G-rated movies; further, G, PG, and R films were all.

A significantly preferred to X.

The findings of self-reported actual movie attendance

behavior (using unobtrusive means) by under 17s suggests the

predominance of the PG and R categories. This finding may be

interpreted in terms of the "market availability" of films by

rating. Presently most movies are rated either PG or R. There-

fore, one may conclude thatfor movie ratings and their relation-

ship to attendance, the menu equals the diet: that which is most

commonly offered is that which is most commonly consumed.

J
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The findings reported here may have international, as well

as domestic, applic&Jility. As was noted earlier, many countriAL.

have established film classification systems utilizing age

restrictions. Since 1970, for instance, the British Board of

Film Censors has issued certificates to films in one of four
4

categories that are roughly equivalent to thoto established by

the MPAA: "Ur passed for general exhibition (i.e., audiences); ,

"A," passed for general exhibition but parentis are darned that

a film so rated may have material not suitable for under 14-year-

olds; "AA," passed as, suitable for exhibition to persons 14 _

years and over; "X," no one under 18 tears admigd."

. Freiwillige Selbstcontrolle (Voluntary Self Control) in,Nest

Germany classifies films as fatabld to all those over six years,

those over 12, those over 16, and those over 1 -11 children

under years are prohibited trom attending movies because

"Authollties fe ots are too impressionable for lar e screen

fare."
97

The e ternal validity98 to other nutions' the
4.

reer?arch reviewed re can, of course, ID( questioned and thus

the call for indi nous research in countires using age assi-

fIxations for fil #s issued.
f

------
----A

Still another area to which the present report may be

1applicable and relevant is televisibn. During the past se ral

years the American commercial networks have,adopted a polidiof

broadcasting advisory warnings concerning the content of some

of their programming: e.g., "The following program contains
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material which may not be suitable for all family members and

viewer discretion is advised," As has been the case for MPAA

ratings (at least until recently), there has been no paucity

of armchair philosophy as to such warnings' boomerang effect

or their public relations value to the networks. g9 And, as

was the cast.. for MPAA ratings, little behavioral research has

been conducted or reported on this subject.'" we might sus-

pect, though, that here the results of studies whi h hive

examined the impact of movie ratings cn attendance lere not

precisely analogous to television advisories since there are

substantial differences between the two media in terms of their'

content and viewing setting. Television is an at-home medium

eith, by and large, more "tame" content than motion pictures;

parental supervision of viewing can be more easily accomplished

in the television setting than in the motion picture setting.

The third, and final, conclusion of this report concerns

the degree.of attainment of the policy's goal. Although it

has already been concluded here that the policy's method for
0

4

A implementation is-an appropriate one, the relevant research

hvhown that on-site enforcement of the age restrictions

imposed by the rating system has been, at best, remiss. Apparently

if an under 17-year-old wants to see an'R-rated movie unaccom-

panied by an adult, s/he has at least a 50 percent chance of

"ping admitted. Clearly, theMPAA's policy is meaningful and

effective only to,the extent that it is enforced. Thus, it

is suggested that if'the MPAA wishes to continue its self-
.
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regulatory scheme, theater operators must be offered positive

incentives to enforce the age restrictions at the box office.

Moreover, these incentives' must be of such a compelling (but

probably not coercive) nature and magnitude so as to override

the economic counterforce which max be the cause of the present

laxness_in enforcement. Two policy research queitions are

therefore in need of investigation: (1) Why isn't enforcement

of the age restrictions occu:ring? What are the reasons

offered by theater operators for this? (2) What incentives

can be offered -- and by whom -- to encourage greater enforce-
,.

ment of age, restrictions?

In short, it is concluded here that on one of three counts

the MPAA's self-regulatory policy is judged as adequate. The

methodology of attendance restrictions is appropriate: results

of experiments, self-report, and actual attendance measurements

showed that ratings, in and of themselves, have not fostered

a desire for restricted films over nonrestrictive films among

under 17-year-olds. On the two remaining counts, however, this

report finds that the MPAA's policy is inadequate. First, this

report does not endorse the 'conclusion that the MPAA's purpose

for establishing its policy has been fulfilled. Suggested here

wasiithat implementation of more explanatory ratings, and research

testing the explanatory value of these ratings to parents, be

adopted as a means to accomplish the policy's purpose. Second,

this report finds that achievement of the policy's goal has

been only marginally met. In order to meet its goal a two-step



inquiry i.lto the reasons why attendance restriction's are not

being enforced and the incentives which can be offered so that

these restrictions in the future, be enforced was suggested.

Finally, the presen paper began by asserting that policy

decisions and policymakins that affects of are directed at .

people must be developed and'evaluated'in terms of their behav-

ioral implications. The present paper has provided an evaluation

of one mass communications medium and the self-regulatory policy

of that medium. ImportaL, to reiterate, also, is the Statement

that the study of/behavioral outcomes visa-vis mass communications

policy must be periodically assessed; for without such continual

measurement and observation the policy may become outmoded and

inappropriate simply by virtue of societal changes which occur.
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